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Abstract: The threshold for parametric excitation of drift waves in a sheared

slab geometry is calculated for a pump wave that is a standing wave along the

magnetic field, using the Hasegawa-Mima nonlinearity. The shear damping

is counteracted by the parametric coupling and the eigenvalue problem is solved

analytically using Taylor's strong coupling approximation.



1 Introduction

Although most linear eigenvalue problems in magnetic confinement systems are now

rather well understood'"7, very little work has yet boen done on the nonlinear eigen-

value problems. This is partly because of the complexity of these problems and partly

because the statistical turbulence aspects are assumed to dominate. Important as-

pects Oi the nonlinear eigenvalue problem are. however, the mode structure, which

determines the possibilities for overlapping of different modes, and the saturation

level.

In the ballooning mode formalism periodic inhomogeneities along the magnetic

field are taken into account. This in general lea .'s to a two dimensional eigenvalue

problem which in the limit of large mode numbers by Taylor's hypothesis reduces

to a one dimensional eigenvalue problem4. The inhomogeneities along the magnetic

field, which are due to the bending of the system to a torus, give rise to a toroidal

eigenvalue problem. The toroidal inhomogeneity is actually caused by a poloidal

inhomogeneity which, due to the general periodic nature of the system ir. the poloidal

direction, introduces a coupling between poloidal harmonics of the mode. This

coupling is generally referred to as a toroidal coupling. In the pure slab description

these couplings are absent and the eigenvalue problem is a one dimensional radial

one. In this description magnetic shear has a strong stabilizing effect on drift modes1.

This stabilization is so strong that it completely stabilizes the usual dissipative drift

waves for exponential density profiles23. It was then shown by Taylor1 that the

toroidal couplings may destabilize the modes by completely eliminating the shear

damping. Since the tcoidal couplings are similar to a series of parametric three-

wave interactions one may expect that nonlinear effects could also be destabilizing.

This was also found by Tanii'ti8 for the collisional drift wave in the nonlinear regime.

In the present work we will study the simplest parametric case in slab geometry in
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order to explore the similarities between the toroidal and nonlinear couplings. The

result is in the form of a usual parametric threshold where the threshold of excitation

depends on the magnetic shear.

2 Formulation

We start from a generalization of the Hasegawa-Mima equation9 where the parallel

ion motion is included in the limit T, > Tt. It is derived from the ion continuity

equation in the form

where

at m,

and where ej, = B/B.

We now assume Boltzmann electrons

n0 Te

where no denotes the basic state concentration. Quasineutrality then gives

where c\ — T,Jm,, p = c,/Q, and

n0 dx !
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We assumed that the plasma is weakly inhoraogeneous in the basic state, and in our

slab geometry the x-coordinate is oriented in radial direction while the y-coordinate

describes poloidal components. In the linear approximation, without pump wave.

eq.(2) gives the usual dispersion relation

(y)uu.e-kfå = 0 (3)

where -•.,. = kyv.e.

3 Parametric excitation of drift waves

We will now consider the case of three-wave interaction with the perpendicular

matching condition for wave-vectors

t x = fci.l+fcJ.2 (4)

and a matching condition for frequencies

LJ = U?l + iu2 ( 5 )

Here kL2 will be taken as the pump wave vector and k± and kxl will be the driven

waves. This means that l/fĉ l < \kLJ\ < I^J- The parallel matching will not appear

as a snatching condition but will instead be a part of the eigenvalue problem. This

means that we assume kL >• fc|| where k^ is space dependent and determined by the

eigenvalue problem.

The pump wave k-i will be taken as a standing wave parallel to the magnetic

field, thus resembling an inhomogeneity of the system.

*« =



where

- ) - i A cos fcc:

Here z is the coordinate along B. Now, taking d/dt = —i*j where *s contains an

imaginary part due to shear damping and parametric growth, for the mode (-;. k)

we write eq.(2) in the form

uJ*
= V'fc.4*tl • coskcz (6)

and in the same way for the mode (ui,

where

and

Assume an expansion for $^ and

(")

(8)

(9)

:io)

:n)

where xin and ^ m are slowly varying functions with respect to n and m. Then

+ 2*B

and from eqs (6.7), matching the terms with the same exponential factor, we get

and
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Here we assumed the simplest model for the magnetic field shear

where L, is a characteristic scale length of the variation of the magnetic field, and

We introduce new variables 5 = xkyf L, -f nkc. sx = xkyl/L, + nkc and assuming

that $ = $!{s,Si), Kp = ^(.s,5i) we can rewrite eqs (12,13) as

i. I 2±z\ L oky^'yi d ^ 'yi 0 \ _ ^22 _ 1 , c' S2
\Llds2 Lj dsdsx L* dsj J y u;2

2 [ \c

and

(15)

Now we multiply eq.(14) by W and eq.(15) by ^' and integrate from - x to x

along the x-axis . Here • denotes a complex-conjugate function. The eigenfunctions

in the uncoupled case are given by exp{— iJs2) and exj>(—i3\s^) respectively, where

3 and 3\ are given by the matching of parts with different space variation. In

the coupled case both amplitudes have to depend on both s and .si. When using

Gaussian type trial functions, which is customary for this type of problem, we have

to take the fame space variation of both functions in order to be able to match terms

from $ and 9 in the equation. We thus use the trial functions



where J. J\. in order to have converging integrals, must be of the form

j = a - I"Q2/2 Ji = a, - a ' /2 (17}

At marginal stability a. a t — 0 and a and oi are to be found. In integration of

eqs.( 14. 15) we have integrals of the form10

f ° e-p2z2±qxdi = e^/4p2 ^X p > 0
J-x, P

roc r~~~

/ xe-px2+2ixdx = i / -e» 2 /" . Re p > 0
Joe PV P

r i2e-"l2jr2urdx = — , / ^ ( 1 -f 2—1 e"2/M. | arg i/ !< x. > 0

After some algebra from eq.( 14) one can get

L\
— 1
Lynn'

n-fc-.\ -

Sp23i3lkyh,jl kyky

-,-r
pf\ _

+ 2 j

+
Here

p,
i, i \ 1^ J —

Similarly from eq.(15) we have



Introduce

and

Lj
^iiJ_ f, . Pi\ _
Ll2 { ^ 2 J

k.jiTik.pi

LsPx
•f n'k: -

L; [Lj2Pl\ 2p,J L,Px

, pf\ _ (ky + kyl}nkcP2 2

^ 2) L 2

2pi 2 )

19)

$ =

Then we can rewrite eqs (18. 19) in the following way

f
L,

_

«f n +
L

A l _ i*dJ_L [2n2jfc?( J + J , )* - li - ^ - C = 0 (20)

where

k'lp
i r 1 + ' 7 - 0 +

L J P i
( 2 1 )



4nk,fr [ , 3
- —73— -> S ~

i J-f- JiW

and

- T

- •? -;,r,
i 23'

To avoid singularities at marginal stability when _\ _'i become real and n — 0.

i»! — 0 it can be shown that C ^ 0. C\ * 0 and that they are imaginary. From <>((<

(22. 23) then follows

2 /AW

c]k2
y

1

F

-

;
A'\
.4 I

I" V'tiT \

A-VIFI /

i

a-vF2

• . p -

From the definitions of Q and 9 follows also

Or = T ( a^ + ai

and

= aky

so that one can find n. ai expressed through ilT. 0r

f 2 5 '

(2fi i

^ L - 1

i 2 S )

(29)
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Here sub.scripts r. i denote real and imaginary values, respectively. At marginal

stability, from eqs (20. '21) making imaginary par ts equal 0 we get

L, u<vl

Xow combining eqs (30. 31) and assuming tha t .4 is real wo have

_

rf
and

From the definition of C C\. eqs (22. 23) we have

1 i ?« n « ^r*

where we assumed that a* = -yd, QJ — ~<d\\ d, di are some positive constants and

7 is the t ime g rowth - r a t e i.e. ~jj = *JT + 17. .̂̂  = ^.vi + '"•• and we use notation

(*i = kyd+ kyidi. 6 = k*d + kyldi. Assuming small 9 from eq.(32) . by using eqs (31 .

35) we find

(36)

T'oncerning the choice of J and J j we note the following. In cases where it is

possible to find an exact solution of the form eq.(16) J is choosen to balanrp the

f2 terms. In our present approx ima te t rea tment we are not able to do rhis exactly.

We note, however, tha t the terms proport ional to .s*. .sf and ss\ havp to balance

asymptot ical ly (for large .s. .•>,) since they domina te there. This means that also their
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contributions to the energy balance (inward or outward convection) has to cancel.

We will accordingly choose J and Ji in such a way that the s2 terms (C and C\) do

not give a net contribution to the parametric threshold. In eq.(33) we find that in

this case
L,kyC 1

6 ~ =

and after calculating a 4- aj ~ -QrLs/'2pkykyi under assumption of small 0r we find

an approximate expression for the parametric threshold

This is the value of the pump amplitude .4 above which our drift mode is not

stabilized by the magnetic field shear. In the same approximation eq.(36) become

(38)

It 15 interesting to note that the threshold (37) can also be obtained directly by

putting $ = i $ where L is a constant, into eq.(12) and deriving a solution which

is only a function of s. In this case L has to be determined by the condition that

both modes have the same threshold. This approach gives a dispersion relation that

connects to the damped solution in the absence of pump, but ignores the modification

of the eigenfunctions due to the coupling. The reason why t lie two methods give

the same threshold is that the condition for equal thresholds introduces a symmetric

dependence on the two coupled modes.
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4 Conclusion

We have discussed a parametric excitation of drift waves by another drift wave

whi«h has been assumed to be a standing wave along the magnetic field lines, in a

sheared slab geometry. Starting from a generalized Hasegawa-Mima equation with

the parallel ion motion included we have studied the radial eigenvalue problem and

solved it by using Taylor's strong coupling approximation. We have obtained a

dispersion equation including the stabilization of drift waves due to the shear of the

magnetic field. However, it has been shown that this stabilization is counteracted

by the parametric coupling term and that starting from a certain value of the pump

amplitude, our driven modes are not stabilized any more. The result obtained

in this way is similar to well known criteria for destabilization of drift waves in

sheared systems, caused by toroidal coupling effects4. At the same time it represents

a limiting case of the nonlinear eigenvalue problem in a sheared slab geometry,

indicating that nonlinearities here have a destabilizing effect. This is also confirmed

by the results for collisional drift waves obtained in Ref.8. An interesting aspect of

eq.(37) as a parametric threshold in a nonlocal situation is that the pump wave does

not givo energy to the driven waves at marginal stability. Instead the convective

damping is eliminated by the change in mode-structure introduced by the coupling.
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